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Recent wireservices report outbreaks of Ecoli  Salmonella  Strep  AIDS 
Cancer  Cholera   Typhus  Colds  Flu  Viruses 

"Experts Agree:  Next Major Medical Advance Is An 
Agent To Boost The Immune System."

In November, 1998, that scientific breakthrough became commercially available for 
the first time in the U.S.  Requiring millions of dollars of development by two major 
Fortune 500 corporations over a decade, it has been proven in numerous double-blind, 
placebo-controlled tests (including Harvard Medical School & U.S. Army).  Formulated 
with natural antibodies and immune co-factors, it maintains health by balancing and 
supporting weakened immune systems.

Think About The HUGE Market Potential Of This New Technology!

Even more important, as you read this Confidential Special Report carefully consider, 

"How You Can Profit With This Fast Growth Company 
Marketing The Next Great Medical Advance … To Fight 
Immune Deficiency!"

You see, you are among the first to hear about this incredible product.  You are on 
the edge of technology, the leading edge of the medical and health business for the 
next millennium.  Here are specific areas to consider in this Special Report:

 Ground floor opportunity
 Tremendous income potential
 Worldwide distribution rights
 Financial powerhouse company, primed 

for growth 
 Solid, proven step-by-easy step 

marketing system

 Leading-edge biotech company
 True medical breakthrough
 Product universally needed
 Product universally desired
 Product unavailable elsewhere
 Solid independent testing by 

reputable institutions

Before jumping to any conclusions, or getting too excited, it's prudent to consider 
some of the facts.  This Confidential Report will cover in detail:

1) The Medical Advances Leading To This Breakthrough
2) The Intense Development And Testing
3) How This Patented Process Works
4) An Overview Of The Distribution Process
5) Other References And Resources
6) How You Can Profit

Section 1:  The Medical Advances Leading To This Breakthrough

1) For thousands of years, disease was thought to be caused by evil spirits. Since 
1674 the microscope had revealed tiny organisms in our water, but not until the 1820’s 
was the first water filtration plant built (in London). Through the 1800’s, the 
medical community scoffed at many things we consider basic to good health today, such 
as washing hands before eating (or even before surgery!) Even today, much of the world 
suffers with unclean water, and avoidable epidemics like cholera and typhoid continue.  

2)  In the 1860’s Pasteur and Koch began to demonstrate infectious agents multiply 
within the body, and that specific bacillus caused specific diseases.  Microbiology, 
immunology, modern concepts of sanitation and hygiene and most modern health practices 
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we consider absolutely basic were considered a luxurious oddity in the hospitals of 
the last century.  Other medical breakthroughs of the 1800’s include the first surgery 
performed with anesthesia in the 1840’s and the discovery of Xrays in 1895.

3)  So little was understood about disease, that in the great influenza epidemic of 
the early 1900’s doctors had patients walk around with handkerchiefs over their mouth 
and nose for protection.  Flu became a "second front" during the war, and almost as 
many of our WWI soldiers died on the crowded ships taking them to Europe, as in the 
trenches!  Today we know viruses are small enough to pass through any woven fabric, 
but it was decades before viruses were revealed by electron microscopes.

4) The link between vitamins and health was only confirmed this century, and
processed vitamins replaced drug elixers of the 1800’s.  Penicillin was discovered in 
the 1920’s, but it wasn't until World War II that antibiotics became commonplace.  
Science struggled to understand the role of the immune system in healing our bodies.

5) By the 1980’s antibiotics had been so overused that "superbugs" began mutating, 
pathogens unaffected by even our strongest drugs.  Today, less than 20 years after the 
first diagnosed AIDS case, this runaway killer has made us all aware of the importance
of our little-understood immune system, and the limitations of medical science.

6) In 1998 science successfully cloned a sheep named Dolly, over 40 years after the 
discovery of DNA as the building block of all cells (1953).  Yet science as a whole 
has remained baffled by the most basic building blocks of our own immune system – such 
as Antibodies, T-Cells, and Immune Co-Factors – and has struggled to understand how 
the body works to heal itself!

Here is the substance what science does know:  
 Only the human immune system can resist disease, cure the body and promote healing.  
 Its millions of cells defend against invaders, reduce pain and inflammation, repair 

cells and slow aging.  
 As society grows our immune systems are under increasing attack from increased 

contact with diseases strange to our system, and the mutations known as “superbugs” 
that are resistant to known antibiotics, as well as increased environmental toxins 
and pollutants.

 The next great medical breakthrough we most desperately need is a product to 
support and strengthen the immune system.

Section 2:  The Intense Development And Testing

Now, this would all tie together very neatly if it led directly to a medical 
breakthrough.  But this isn't some fairy tale.  Real medical research actually 
combines good, solid science, mega research dollars and a lot of luck.  Not long after 
the first “superbugs” and AIDS cases were diagnosed, two major U.S. corporations took 
a most unusual step.  They began joint ventures creating a private enterprise research 
group, to discover new approaches in human and animal health.

The first company was E. I. Dupont de Nemours and Company, one of the oldest and 
certainly one of the largest companies in America.  Dupont alone is a powerhouse of 
research and development.  The second was the major food products company, ConAgra.  
Together they created Dupont/ConAgra Vision, or DCV Inc., to jointly develop these new 
of health and nutrition technologies.  DCV Inc. became independent in 1997, and today 
is a leader in environmentally-sound human and animal nutritional products. DCV Inc.
is: 

 the largest North American producer of oat and dietary fibers used in food, 
 one of the largest producers of potassium and sodium benzoate and the mold 

retardant sodium propionate, and 
 second largest worldwide producer of choline chloride, an essential B vitamin,
 the largest manufacturer of chitosan (the fat blocker), 
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 and DCV Inc. excels with leading products in numerous nutritional and health 
areas.

All of that is grand by itself, and if you were looking to invest in a 
biotechnology company, DCV Inc. would be high on the list.  However, the crowning 
achievement, the medical breakthrough and the product which is the subject of this 
report, has only recently become available at all.  That product is Egcel™ ACF.

Egcel™ ACF Supports & Strengthens The Human Immune System.

Extensive scientific collaboration was required to develop and independently test 
this new breakthrough supplement for the immune system.  These scientists included:

Dr. Helen Greenblatt, PhD., Immunologist, VP Product Development, DCV Inc.
Orn Adalsteinsson, PhD., Vice President Research & Development, DCV Inc.
Dr. David Trentham, MD, PhD., Professor of Rheumatology, Harvard-Beth Israel 

Hospital; Associate Professor of Medicine, Harvard Medical School; President, 
International Society for Rheumatic Therapy.

H. Ralph Schumacher, MD, Chief, Arthritis Section, VA Medical Center, Philadelphia;  
Department of Medicine, University of Pennsylvania

Luther Brady, Jr., MD, American Cancer Society Professor of Clinical Oncology; 
Professor, Dept. of Radiation Oncology, Allegheny University of Health Sciences MCP, 
Hahnemann School of Medicine;  Co-Director, Rectal Cancer Center, Allegheny University 
Hospitals, Hahnemann and MCP

David Brodie, PhD., President, Discovery Research Consultants
Dr. Michael W. Pariza, Director and Chair, Food Research Institute, University of 

Wisconsin, Madison
Richard E. Isaacson, Professor of Microbiology and Immunology, University of 

Illinois 
Dr. John Rosenberger, Chair of Food Science Dept., University of Delaware.
Dr. Charles Benson, DVM, Veterinarian, University of Pennsylvania

And many, many other collaborations with The U.S. Army, New York Hospital, and 
international institutions in Scandinavia, India, and the Far East.

These respected scientists and many others spent years developing and testing 
systems to boost the human immune system and fight immune deficiencies.  They finally 
discovered and patented the technology to inoculate laying hens with human pathogens
. . . resulting in the hens creating human antibodies which are passed in a 
concentrated way to their eggs.  

DCV Inc. successfully developed a multi-patented proprietary technology to 
scientifically create and formulate natural antibodies and immune co-factors to 
support the human immune system.

Modern processing technologies strip away beneficial agents in our food 
today.  Part of their challenge was finding how to process eggs so antibodies 
and natural co-factors wouldn't be stripped away.  Undeterred, the scientists 
continued until they succeeded, custom-developing a “flash-pasteurization” 
process that didn’t affect the living antibodies and co-factors (just one of 
the over 100 patents to bring the product to market!).  After many years of 
scientific research and clinical studies, and at a cost of multiple millions 
of dollars, the result was the patented Egcel™ ACF process and formula.

A Quick Word on Patents. . .

Anybody can patent almost any mix or “formula”. . . a little of this, a little of 
that, and voila!  A new miracle youth-restorer is created!  What we’re talking about 
here isn’t some bathtub-mixed or garage-washtub discovery, this is real science.
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Egcel™ ACF strengthens and supports the human immune system.  Already there have 
been numerous positive tests and over 100 worldwide patents covering specific
scientific processes.  Just some of the extensive independent testing and patenting 
along the way has included:

 A method for passive immunization using avian antibodies
 Anti-cholesterolemic egg, vaccine, and method for production and use
 Methods of preventing, countering, or reducing NSAID (non-steroidal anti-

inflammatory drug) gastrointestinal damage by administering milk or egg products 
from hyper-immunized animals

 The inhibitory effect of nutrient drink on the serum cholesterol levels and total 
cholesterol (this was one of the two extensive tests the U.S. Army chose to 
perform, including the longest test ever performed by the Army. . . over 6 months
of intensive study with positive results)

 A double-blind study of the effects of hyperimmune egg protein on elevated 
cholesterol levels and cardiovascular risk

 Hyperimmune egg in the collagen-induced arthritis model and anti-inflammatory 
assays (Harvard Medical School has been studying the positive effect of Egcel™ ACF 
on rheumatoid and osteo-arthritis in double-blind, placebo-controlled studies)

This is only a handful of the dozens of intense trials this product has undergone. 
Egcel™ ACF is not just some super-energy shake or vitamin mix, or some hocus-pocus
collection of ancient herbal mysticism.  This is true science, with real research, 
testing, and a cutting-edge, life-altering breakthrough!  A methodology to introduce 
human antibodies and immune co-factors into our immune system, to support our body’s war 
on diseased and alien cells.

Section 3:  How This Patented Process Works

We all have antibodies. . . they defend your body against pathogens, outside alien 
cells that invade your body as a result of contact with diseases, viruses, molds, 
bacteria, pollution, chemicals. . . you name it.  You know these as colds, cancer, E 
coli, salmonella, etc.  When your body has a mutant cell, antibodies attack it, too.  
As in cancer.  Only sometimes your antibodies get tired or confused, and they start 
attacking normal cells.  These inappropriate responses are called auto-immune 
responses, and it results in diseases like arthritis and fibro-myalgia. Some prominent 
medical experts even believe baffling "syndrome" diseases (as in “Gulf War Syndrome”) 
may be an auto-immune response to some combination of pathogens. Sometimes your immune 
system just doesn't know the difference between the "good guy" cells and the "bad 
guys", as with strep. . . strep cells literally “mimic” heart tissue causing your 
immune system to attack your own heart!

Along with antibodies, you also produce cells and immune co-factors, chemical 
messengers that help modulate and direct your immune system.  They "call in the 
troops" when your system is under attack, rushing white blood cells and antibodies to 
the front when your system is attacked by bacteria, fungi, viruses, parasites, and 
other organisms that invade the body.

Because Egcel™ ACF is formulated with natural antibodies and immune co-factors that
support human health and wellness, Egcel™ ACF maintains optimum health by balancing and 
supporting the immune system. Studies indicate Egcel™ ACF may also help. . .

 Maintain cardiovascular function and a healthy circulatory system
 Maintain digestive system health
 Modulate autoimmune responses
 Maintain healthy, flexible joints

The natural antibodies and immune co-factors in the Egcel™ ACF formula are 
biologically-programmed to help your immune system defend and eliminate dangerous 
bacteria, including E coli and salmonella.  
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The Egcel™ ACF formula is in “a class by itself, a scientific breakthrough comparable 
to the discovery of vitamins, vaccines, and antibiotics, which today are all accepted as 
having ushered in new eras of health and wellness.”

The first product produced with the Egcel™ ACF formula is "BioChoice™ Immune 
Support". A tasty shake, BioChoice™ also includes 63 vitamins, minerals, amino acids 
and proteins, making it a complete food supplement product.

The Challenge. . .

There are lots of food supplement products out there.  DCV Inc. was very concerned 
about ensuring consumers differentiated between BioChoice™ with the Egcel™ ACF formula
and everybody else's gee-whiz drink mix.  For that matter, if BioChoice™ were 
distributed through traditional retail channels, the problem was even more serious. . 
. how to keep the dust off as it languished next to cheap "instant breakfast" 
products.  How could DCV Inc. tell their powerful story to a needing and desiring 
marketplace?

Perhaps you’ve looked at different supplements with all sorts of wild claims. . . 
maybe you’re even using some type of vitamin-mineral-herbal supplement on a daily 
basis.  You may be asking, “What’s so different about BioChoice™?”  Here’s a 
challenge. . . answer these two questions for yourself when comparing other products:

1) What independent scientific laboratory testing has been performed on the
specific product, in it’s specific formula, with placebos and double-blind 
testing?  That will eliminate about 98% of the products out there.  If they 
have any specific scientific product testing, what were the results? 

2) What quality controls are in place to ensure what you’re sold is what you 
actually get?  Each batch of BioChoice™ is individually tested, internally and 
independently, to ensure active, living human antibodies and immune co-factors 
are present, in the specified amounts.  When you drink BioChoice™, DCV Inc. can 
even tell you the exact batch of eggs it originated from!  You’ve just 
eliminated any remaining supplements.  BioChoice™ is the only choice.

Section 4:  An Overview Of The Distribution Process

Obviously, by this time DCV Inc. had an unconventional corporate culture that was 
ready, willing and able to think "outside the box".  Not willing to let conventional 
wisdom dictate the distribution, the company conducted in-depth market research 
including numerous focus groups, surveys and field trials, to determine the best way 
to bring BioChoice™ to market.  They asked consumers how they would prefer to learn 
about this incredible breakthrough product.

Even they weren't ready for the results!  Far and away the number one response from 
their consumer market was that people wanted to hear about BioChoice™ from people they 
knew. . . not necessarily the "professionals" in their lives (their doctor or 
pharmacist), but from someone close to them. . . through "word of mouth"

By now, DCV Inc. realized that their need to "tell the BioChoice™ story" and the 
marketplace's desire to "hear from a friend" dovetailed perfectly.  So they made the 
obvious choice:  BioChoice™ would be distributed through people telling people. . . 
through networking.  By classifying BioChoice™  as a supplement, the product could be 
positively affecting people's lives a decade sooner than the traditional route of 
having it classified as a drug.  From strictly a financial standpoint, the return on 
DCV Inc's investment (roi) of millions upon millions of dollars would happen light 
years faster using networking to effect distribution.

Network Distribution has been refined and developed over the last 50 years.  Today, 
MBA-level courses teach network marketing, pioneered by Harvard professor Dr. Charles 
King and Network Marketing Expert Mark Yarnell.  Calling on an incredibly successful 
network distribution veteran of 34 years, Ted Elias, DCV Inc. began an extensive 
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search for a company to market their breakthrough product, BioChoice™.  The search was 
a rotten failure!  Of thousands of network companies, less than 50 have been in 
business over 5 years.  Most are overstocked with copycat products available in any 
grocery or drugstore:  traditional cleaning products, makeup, and vitamins. 

DCV Inc. was unable to find any company with integrity, financial stability and 
complementary products that could also give the appropriate focus a true medical 
breakthrough like BioChoice™ required.  So, DCV Inc., with Ted Elias' expert guidance, 
created their own network distribution arm:  Legacy USA.  Finally, after years of 
development, all the pieces were in place to move BioChoice™ to market.  

The Incredible Pay Plan Summarized

Legacy USA developed its marketing and distribution chart with no preconceived 
notions.  They considered every pay plan, determined to create an extremely generous 
commission plan for its "footsoldiers". . .the distributors.  

Consequently, even though odd, two-legged "binary" marketing plans have been 
prevalent (which only give advantages to the parent company), Legacy USA has no 
limitations on how "wide" a distributor can build.  The company created the industry's 
most advanced "dynamic compression" system to ensure that performing distributors move 
up quickly and are paid for their efforts.

The front end of the plan jumps from 5% to 9% through six compressed levels.  An 
additional 5% Leadership Bonus is paid on 5 generations. Commissions and bonuses are 
paid three times a month. Best of all, a distributor needs only $205 per month to 
qualify for overrides, compared to thousands in many other, less user-friendly plans.

Hardworking distributors who reach the top of the pay structure will also share in a 
generous companywide bonus pool, paid semi-annually. Legacy USA’s growth is so 
explosive, some have already reached the qualifying level for this outstanding bonus!

Worldwide Expansion

It’s not unusual to take years for a company to begin expanding beyond U.S. borders. 
Once again, Legacy USA is already beginning to develop their program for other markets.  
Worldwide expansion has already begun with Canada, Mexico, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Europe, 
Japan and many other countries on the list.  Several are targeted for the next 12 
months alone. Legacy USA’s incredible in-house computerized proprietary tracking system 
has already been designed to incorporate distributors within one’s organization from 
any country, using any currency, in a seamless fashion.  This includes complete online 
auto-registrations, auto-orders, and auto-shipping worldwide.

If, like many, you aren't familiar enough with the network distribution business 
plan to fully comprehend what all this means, simply put, Legacy USA has designed a 
plan to pay you the most money, with low ongoing qualifications so you can easily 
qualify for your commissions and bonuses.  You have no restrictions on width (how many 
you can personally sponsor – very important!), or depth (how many are in your total 
downline), how "evenly" you build (unlike "binary" systems where you often must grow 
"evenly" to qualify for commissions). . . and you have no restrictions on how much you 
can earn! Legacy USA built this structure to favor you, the independent distributor.  
Distributors involved in network distribution have always secretly known that, “the 
bigger your front line, the bigger your bottom line,” although many companies create 
plans designed to build “depth”, even to the point of discouraging width.  For a more 
detailed description of the Legacy USA compensation plan, use the fax-on-demand service 
found in the reference section (1-918-222-7278, press 1 for the menu).

Many people consider networking like other businesses, where it's important to be in 
on the "ground floor".  The way networking grows – geometrically – it can never outgrow 
itself.  However, the concept of "ground floor" is still a consideration. 
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The Real Meaning Of "Ground Floor"

You are among the first to respond to the opportunity presented in this report.  
Remember, it was only in November, 1998 that distribution first began.  You could 
easily be the first person in your entire city or region who is aware of this 
breakthrough product.  This isn't “ground floor”. . . this is sub-basement!  Experts 
in the field of network marketing believe this company could be "potentially the first 
$10 billion dollar company in the history of the industry!"  Those who are the "early 
adapters" stand to profit handsomely.  To put it bluntly, those who have the 
decisiveness to act, to strike while the iron is hot, stand to make a walking ton of 
money!  In fact, individuals are already making four to five figure incomes a month, 
just a couple of hundred days into the development of the marketing network!

But you've probably heard all this before.  From a hundred and one companies, in 
boring "open meetings" and ridiculous ads in opportunity magazines.  You shouldn't 
jump into this. . . you shouldn't wait, either.  That's no contradiction.  Simply put, 
you should seriously consider doing due diligence, making a few phone calls, gathering 
information you need to make an informed, business decision.  

If you conclude (as many in the medical community have) that "this is the most 
incredible breakthrough in health and wellness of our time. . ." well, you'd have to 
admit that walking away would be incredibly shortsighted.  If you conclude, as many 
experts in the networking field have, “this is the most incredible ground floor 
business opportunity imaginable", with a financially solid company, a solid,
proprietary product unavailable at any price elsewhere, and a comprehensive pay plan
designed for financial independence. . . then you must admit there can only be one 
reasonable response.  

But wait. Don't rely on this report alone to make your decision!  Do your due 
diligence.  Take advantage of the corresponding information so readily available.

Section 5:  Other References And Resources

We are expanding nationwide at a rapid pace.  However, we want only people 
seriously interested and satisfied that this product is the most incredible 
breakthrough of our time, and the network pay plan the best in the industry.  We 
highly recommend before you decide to try the product or take part as a distributor, 
you research at least one of the following no obligation resources:

 24-hour message from network marketing industry expert and best-selling author, 
professor Mark Yarnell, 1-800-825-4540

 24-hour message by Dr. Hellen Greenblatt, PhD., regarding the integrity of the 
product, 1-800-825-4541

 24-hour voice-on-demand information line with overview on the company, products 
and compensation, 1-918-222-7278, press 2 for the menu

 24-hour fax-on-demand, with complete compensation details, product information, 
announcements, and other information, 1-918-222-7278, press 1 for the menu

 Weekly Legacy USA live conference call, Tuesday 10 p.m. E.S.T., then replayed 
24-hours, 1-918-222-7278, press 2 then 1

 Or, visit 24-hours online at www.legacyusa.com or www.biochoice.net for complete 
company information.

Section 6:  How You Can Profit Now
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Do your due diligence.  Check it out.  Satisfy yourself.  Then determine to take 
your next step.  Don't let procrastination or anything else keep you from taking 
action and getting involved.  Basically, there are four options.

1)  You Can Choose To Do Nothing At This Time.  We respect this.  Some wrestle more 
with business decisions than others.  There are loads of business opportunities out 
there.  Having a clinically-proven product, a financially-strong company, 
tremendous commitment to research, development and quality, and the most lucrative 
pay plan in the industry. . . these may or may not hold a lot of value for you.  
Perhaps this isn’t your “cup of tea”.  Or perhaps you feel you just don’t have the 
time.  Whatever your reason, we accept your decision.  Should you reconsider, we 
sincerely hope you contact us immediately. Please consider this:  If not Legacy USA
and BioChoice™, then what?  If not now, when?  The old truism is still true, if you 
keep doing what you’re doing, you’ll keep getting what you’ve got.

    Even if you believe after all you’ve read that this isn’t for you, perhaps you 
know someone else who could benefit, either from the health aspects of this product 
new clinical studies are finding even more than covered in this report!), or from 
this excellent business.  If your decision is to do nothing at this time, please, 
pass this Special Report to someone whom it will help.  

2)  You Can Begin Using BioChoice™ For Your Own Medical Benefit.  This option 
brings immediate health benefits, and we certainly encourage you to try this 
incredible product for yourself, and your family’s health.  Simply let us know 
using the information form provided, and we’ll arrange to have the product drop-
shipped directly to you as you use it.  This product will positively change your 
life!  

3)  You Can Become An Independent Distributor And Build Your Fortune In 
Biotechnology.  With this option, you can have your cake and eat it, too!  You can 
enjoy all the benefits of the great BioChoice™ product, at wholesale cost, and 
generate excellent retail profits as you build your organization with our direct 
assistance.  This is the Action Plan for Success!  Because this is so new, we still 
have a few opportunities for Founding Partners.  This exciting opportunity can 
cause your income to skyrocket immediately.  Let us know if this is the option you 
are ready to run with. . . only if you recognize the value of this opportunity and 
the quality of this scientifically-verified product.  

***  Decisiveness is key to success in any venture.  We respect that quality in 
you.  If, after using the extensive research resources given here, you feel ready 
to move. . . fast, you can call the number at the end of this Report, for a live 
consultation on your future in biotechnology.  You can also use the online address 
given a the end.

4)  You Can Choose To Learn More. We respect the need to make a quality decision, 
based on facts.  That’s why we’ve taken the time to create this Special Report, and 
our proven, turn-key TEAM Support System, loaded with the solid information and 
references you need.  We encourage you to check the references given.  We also have 
a low cost, corporate multimedia business information kit that includes a video 
with the presidents of Legacy USA and DCV Inc., researchers and distributors, all 
speaking in detail about the product. 

    An audiotape is provided with comments from many of the actual scientists 
involved with the BioChoice™ product.  Detailed information on the product and 
compensation plan, as well as forms and other documentation are included, should 
you wish to order BioChoice™ Immune Support or become an independent distributor.

    You’ll even get a sample of the incredible BioChoice™ product. . . you choose 
the flavor!  Because of the high demand for this corporate multimedia business 
information kit with FREE BioChoice™, it’s become necessary to request a modest 
refundable deposit of $9 (+$5 shipping & handling).  The information it holds will 
change your life. 
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Customized “TEAM Support” Marketing Training System So You Can Grow Quickly

We'll even include special information on what has been called "the most 
duplicatable, turn-key marketing System ever created for the networking industry." 
This unique Systemized approach will help you quickly bring in dozens of qualified, 
motivated customers and distributors. . . and never do an "open meeting"!  This 
approach has been developed over a 20-year period by networking superstars and 
marketing experts.  It works extraordinarily well, and it will work for you.

60 Day, No Risk, 100% No Questions Guarantee

Try out BioChoice™ and review this multimedia kit for 60 days.  If you’re not 
absolutely convinced this is the greatest medical and health breakthrough of our time, 
that this remarkable product will positively alter millions of lives, and that this 
ground floor opportunity will skyrocket your income. . . then please, return it in 
reusable condition for a full, unconditional refund of the purchase price.  The FREE 
BioChoice™ sample is yours to keep!  Frankly, we only want participants who recognize 
how incredible this product and opportunity really are. . . based on solid, factual 
information.  That’s why we take the extra step to make this kit available.

If you're still not sure. . .

. . .even after you've checked it all out, consider for a moment BioChoice™,
through Legacy USA, is poised to dominate the market, with the first and only true 
supplement that balances and supports the human immune system.  Here’s what this means 
for you, by becoming involved with this incredible product and its distribution now:

 Worldwide Market    Current Limited Participation
 Explosive Growth Potential    Incredible Health Benefits
 Superior Return on Investment    Significant Projected Growth

Millionaires will be made by the distribution profits alone 
of this incredible technology!

One company alone, Legacy USA has worldwide distribution rights!  Get all the 
details and learn how you can tap into this explosive market now!  (You owe it to 
yourself to at least call the 24-Hour No Obligation recorded message from industry 
expert and best-selling author Mark Yarnell toll-free today, 1-800-825-4540).

In Conclusion…

This Special Report has given you a massive head start on what many experts from 
the medical and business community are calling, “the greatest ground-floor opportunity 
of the next millennium. Once the word is out on BioChoice™ and Legacy USA, a stampede 
will occur towards this product and opportunity. . . worldwide!”

This isn’t rocket science.  Even the stock market recognizes this.  If you could put 
together the money to invest in, say, Microsoft today, odds are you’d make a lot of 
money, as this giant continues to grow and introduce more, newer and better products.  

It’s proven that people can get into networking with a company ten or twenty years 
old and still make incredible incomes, as those companies grow from big to bigger.  

What if you’d known how explosive Microsoft, PC’s and the Internet would be back in 
the 1980’s?  Wouldn’t you have done everything in your power to get a piece of the pie, 
and encourage everyone you knew to do the same?  Of course you would!  A few thousand in 
1985 stock is worth millions today!  You could still make money with Microsoft stock 
today,... but not the fortune the ground floor opportunity would’ve meant.  In 
networking as in any other business. . .
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Fortunes are made when companies go from small to big!

You are learning about this phenomenal opportunity while it’s still small! Legacy USA
only began distribution of BioChoice™ in November, 1998.  At most there are a few 
thousand distributors today. . . who will benefit from the growth as millions of 
distributors join in worldwide?  Why Not You?!  What you do with this information will 
determine how much benefit you will reap from the explosive growth that’s already 
evident.  We’ve included direct quotes from industry experts about this unique product 
and incredible opportunity.  Read over them and then decide.  Doing something now will 
forever change your tomorrows.  Remember the definition of insanity is, “doing the same 
things over and over, thinking you’ll get different results!”

What Medical, Scientific, and Industry Experts Have To Say

“It’s the story that drives Wall Street and it’s the story that drives our industry. 
With their years of intense research, patented Egcel™ ACF technology and tremendous pay 
plan, Legacy USA, has the greatest story in the history of this business!”

--Mark Yarnell
(Best-Selling Author (“Your First Year In Network Marketing”, 34 weeks on NY 
Times Best-Selling List), First Inductee – Network Marketing Hall of Fame, 
Joint Creator of First College-Level Network Marketing Course, Network 
Marketing Millionaire)

“All the elements are in place for the average individual to make a fortune in this 
business.  With over 20 years experience in the network distribution industry, 16 of 
them full-time with my sole income coming from my networking business, I have never felt 
more confident about this statement:  People who join our TEAM program now, and follow 
our step-by-easy-step System will become the next generation of millionaires in this 
fast-growth field.  People who fail to act will become spectators of a business 
phenomenon that could have given them wealth and freedom beyond their wildest
imagination!”

--Gary M. Haiser 
20 year Networking veteran, Former Corporate Board Member for MLMIA, 
Founder of Networking company, Recognized Industry Expert in Wall Street
Journal, Success, Nations Business, Robb Report among other publications)

“I earned over four thousand dollars my first full month.  In a previous company,
where I earned over a half-million dollars, it took me eighteen months to hit that 
monthly income!  This company’s growth is so explosive, their product quality so high, 
their financial status so sound, and their pay plan so strong that I believe more 
millionaires will result from this one company over the next few years, than any company 
in the history of networking.”

--Greg Hartmann
Top distributor and Top Income Earner in two prior network marketing 
companies, Over 15,000 distributors in downline, Co-developer of Plug & Play 
Technology.  Recognized as one of the most successful networking business 
trainers and builders in America

“My personal and professional experience with BioChoice™ covers a period approaching 
three years. . .I am in the unique position of having spoken to essentially every DCV 
Inc. egg product user in America, during my work as head of the “Users Survey”.  I have 
conducted literally hundreds of personal interviews with BioChoice™ users.  These users 
report. . . medical benefits from the product in disease states including arthritis, 
general energy level and gastrointestinal health.”
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--Manley A. Paulos, PhD
(VP Clinical Operations, Komodo Clinical Trials Management, Inc.)

“Perhaps the most interesting therapeutic effect of BioChoice™ is its effect on 
arthritis. . .to reduce the pain and swelling associated with arthritis. . . the results 
were sufficiently positive to lead David Trentham, MD of the Beth Israel Deaconess 
Hospital in Boston to propose a larger controlled study which is currently underway.

“Another interesting use. . . is its documented ability to treat hypercholesterolemia  
. . .reports of BioChoice’s™ effect on cholesterol levels have come from both consumers 
and physicians, they are never as convincing as a double-blind placebo controlled 
clinical trial.  The now-completed trial conducted by the United States Army at the 
Sergeants Major Academy of Fort Bliss (TX), is a landmark study. An egg product which 
can reduce total cholesterol levels and cardiac risk factors (total cholesterol/HDL and 
LDL ratios) is clearly unique.”

--Marten L. Jeiven
(Jeiven Pharmaceutical Consulting, Inc.)

“I have been interested in the use of this product for therapy and prevention of 
gastrointestinal disease and have followed its development for many years.  I believe 
that BioChoice™ would be a very useful nutritional supplement in AIDS patients.  One of 
the important problems in AIDS is the presence of enteric pathogens.  Since BioChoice™ 
contains antibodies to many of these pathogens it has the potential for acting as a 
suppressive therapy to reduce opportunistic infections in the intestinal tract.”

--David A. Brodie, PhD
(President, Discovery Research Consultants)

“(Absence of side-effects is potentially) the most revolutionary or attractive 
element. . . in that conventionally in the way that we have had to treat rheumatoid 
arthritis is by administering compounds that have varying degrees of toxicity, ranging 
from major toxicity to not trivial toxicity, and, for example, even. . . these cox-two 
inhibitors such as psyllacoxsib can still cause major side effects.  So I’m very 
attracted by the fact that this is a nutritional enrichment technique that has no 
toxicity whatsoever, assuming that the patient does not have a prior egg allergy 
history.  So you (administer) it.  If it works that’s great, if it works without side 
effects, that’s almost unprecendented as a treatment paradigm.

“The final aspect that I think is important to comprehend here is that by it’s being 
a neutraceutical or nutritionally-based approach negates the bureaucratic nightmare of 
getting a new treatment approved by the FDA.”

--Dr. David Trentham, MD, PhD.
Professor of Rheumatology, Harvard-Beth Israel Hospital; Associate 
Professor of Medicine, Harvard Medical School; President, International 
Society for Rheumatic Therapy.  Directed 60 patient, double-blind placebo-
controlled Harvard trial of BioChoice™)


